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Abstract: Many processes and phenomena that occur in the natural and social environment have a
complex character, and the interdependencies between social and economic phenomena are most
often analyzed by identifying the relationships between multiple factors that shape urban space.
Decisions concerning the visual attributes of cities are usually made by urban planners and civil
officers, whereas social preferences are rarely considered in the planning process. The latest research
indicates that urban planners should account for the needs and expectations of local residents who
are the users of public spaces in cities. This paper discusses the results of selected research studies
investigating the impact of geospatial attributes on perceptions of safety in urban areas. The theories
that are used to improve safety in cities and selected methods for analyzing spatial data were
presented. The analyzed attributes were selected by brainstorming, a heuristic technique for solving
research problems. The selected attributes were ranked in a survey performed on an accidental
(convenience) sample. In this study, Grey Relational Analysis (GRA), a type of Grey Systems Theory
(GST) which supports the use of incomplete, uncertain and scarce data, was applied. The advantages
of grey systems over statistical methods in analyses of spatial data were presented. Grey system
analyses generate sequences of significant geospatial attributes and indicate which factors exert the
greatest influence on the examined phenomenon. The results can be used to solve practical problems
related to the shaping of space.

Keywords: social preferences; safety in space; geospatial attributes; grey systems theory; grey
relational analysis

1. Introduction
1.1. Heuristic Methods in Spatial Planning

Decisions concerning the visual attributes of cities are usually made by urban planners
who generally focus on functional attributes and rarely consider the preferences and
expectations of the users of space. The communication between urban planners and
local residents who are users of the designed urban spaces is generally poor. According
to Jeleński and Kosiński, there are no urban planning projects that can be classified as
completely worthless, because each project has the potential to benefit members of the
local community. However, most urban projects are implemented for political reasons or to
cater to the needs of businesses, including property developers. Urban projects are rarely
preceded by social debate to identify solutions that meet the expectations of community
members. Urban solutions proposed by the local residents focus on immediate social needs,
most of them are highly realistic and practical, and some are innovative. Participatory
planning adds new value to urban design because the proposed scenarios offer a much
broader vision than the solutions developed by individual experts or agencies [1].
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Urban space management reflects on the existing phenomena, including social pro-
cesses. Therefore, it can be postulated that social aspects determine spatial management. In
the urban planning process, the existing solutions in urban space should be confronted with
social preferences and economic phenomena. Planning solutions rely on multiple sources
of information from various domains, including geography, architecture, urban planning,
economics and legal sciences. A psychological and philosophical approach is not used in
the process of applying that information to spatial design. The importance of the spatial
planning process should be emphasized to promote the idea of participatory planning. The
applicability of heuristic methods in spatial planning practice should be investigated to
support the above goal. These evaluations should be based on the results of community
debates and surveys. Various research methods, including interviews, observations and
analyses of source documents, and data collections tools such as interview-based ques-
tionnaires and questionnaire surveys should be used for this purpose. The data collected
with the use of heuristic methods should be taken into account in the spatial planning
process. In the discussed process, heuristic methods should be deployed to implement the
existing knowledge in practice rather than offer theoretical solutions. This article proposes
a method for evaluating public perceptions of safety in urban spaces.

1.2. Strategies Promoting the Creation of Safe Urban Spaces

The physical environment can directly influence criminal activity, and the existing
urban solutions can stimulate or deter crime. For this reason, the local authorities should
make every effort to preserve the high quality of the urban environment. The physical and
social aspects of space should be analyzed jointly to create safe cities. The existing safety
standards and the impact of physical factors on urban crime can be reliably evaluated in
this approach. The resulting knowledge can be applied in the process of designing new
urban structures or refurbishing the existing facilities [2].

Certain attributes of space can stimulate crime and compromise safety in cities. These
attributes can also negatively affect perceptions of safety in urban communities. In an era
when social sustainability plays an increasingly important role in urban development, the
reasons behind negative perceptions of safety should be identified, and adequate measures
should be undertaken to eliminate these threats. The main aim of this study was to explore
public perceptions of safety to maintain or improve the existing solutions in cities.

Various theories and strategies have been proposed for establishing rules and regula-
tions whose observance contributes to preventing and eliminating crime in urban areas. In
1968, Shlomo Angel published a research paper entitled “Discouraging Crime Through
City Planning”. The author analyzed street crime in Oakland and concluded that “the
physical environment can exert a direct influence on crime settings by delineating territo-
ries, reducing or increasing accessibility by the creation or elimination of boundaries and
circulation networks, and by facilitating surveillance by the citizenry”. Angel hypothesized
that crime rates are inversely proportional to street activity [3].

The Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) strategy was devel-
oped by Jeffery in 1971. This approach emphasizes that the physical environment plays
a role in creating pleasurable or painful experiences for the potential offender that can
stimulate or inhibit criminal outcomes. The CPTED approach relies on a stimulus-response
model which postulates that humans learn from punishing or reinforcing stimuli in the
environment. Jeffery argued that a crime would not occur if the environmental reinforce-
ments for crime were eliminated. The CPTED concept has different applications in practice,
and it relies on four simple principles: Natural surveillance (potential offenders are vis-
ible to the general public), natural access control (private and public property is clearly
differentiated, which limits the opportunity for crime), natural territorial reinforcement
(residents identify with their neighborhood) and maintenance and management (clean and
well-managed neighborhoods are an expression of ownership property, and they deter
potential offenders) [2–5].
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When combined with other solutions, the CPTED concept is an effective tool that can
significantly minimize (or even eliminate) vandalism and other undesirable behaviors. It
is particularly effective in preventing delinquencies and criminal acts. The CPTED strat-
egy introduces various urban planning solutions and mobilizes local communities to feel
responsible for their neighborhood, respond to undesired events and work with law en-
forcement agencies and the local authorities. The fourth principle of CPTED, maintenance
and management, emphasizes the importance of the positive image of the community.
Deterioration and negligence disrupt spatial order, encourage crime and compromise safety.
Therefore, esthetic degradation contributes to the feeling of insecurity in cities. Neglected,
dirty and abandoned neighborhoods invite crime and generate unsafe spaces [3,6,7].

The “Defensible Space” theory was developed by Newman who analyzed the rela-
tionships between crime and environmental and architectural design. Newman identified
several environmental factors that minimize crime and delinquencies, including territorial-
ity, natural surveillance, image and milieu [3].

The “broken windows” theory put forward by Kelling and Wilson states that visible
signs of crime and anti-social behavior, such as a broken window, encourage further crime
and disorder. Tolerance of minor offences invites more serious crime, and a broken window
can snowball into widespread degradation of the neighborhood. In contrast, areas where
damage is quickly repaired deter vandals [8].

The presented strategies and models for preventing crime account for urban design
and environmental factors. Therefore, geospatial elements that contribute to the feeling of
insecurity have be identified. The relevant information can be used during urban planning
to eliminate adverse factors and create safe spaces.

1.3. Methods for Analyzing Spatial Data

The grey systems theory was developed by Julong Deng [9–12] to analyze contem-
porary systems based on scarce, incomplete and uncertain data. The grey systems theory
provides tools for studying problems that involve small samples of imperfect informa-
tion [12].

This highly effective method for modeling and forecasting short time series can be
applied in all fields of research that rely on quantifiable models with small amounts (even
several) of incomplete and uncertain data, including in social sciences, economics and
technical sciences [13,14]. The Grey Systems Theory (GST) has been successfully used
to forecast trends in the economy [15], agriculture [16] and medicine [17,18], to predict
demand [19], the development of the tourism industry [20] and localize sources of noise [21].
Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) is most often used in practice. This approach relies on
information about similarities and differences between data series describing the examined
objects which can be ranked [12].

The GST involves dedicated procedures for generating, identifying and selecting
unknown information based on information that is only partly known. This approach
is used to model and monitor the behavior of real-world systems, and to describe the
mechanisms behind the observed changes [12]. In this study, the GRA was applied to
explore the respondents’ opinions on geospatial attributes that contribute to perceptions of
insecurity in urban spaces. The survey was conducted on a small and incomplete group of
respondents that had been selected in an arbitrary manner. A grey system has an advantage
over regression analysis in that it requires only a small number of input data. In regression
analysis, the volume of input data (observations, measurements, respondents) should
be at least 10 to 20 times higher than the number of variables (questions). Regression
analyses that do not meet the above requirements produce unstable results that fluctuate
considerably when the number of cases increases [22]. In turn, a grey system model requires
minimum four observations, regardless of the number of the analyzed parameters [23]. A
stable sequence based on the strength of the relationships between five attributes can be
obtained for 20 observations [24].
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1.4. Grey Systems vs. Statistical Analyses

Places that are described as “safe”, “interesting” and “attractive” denote locations to
which people would like to return. These terms represent intangible qualitative attributes
that are difficult to describe and can be quantified with the use of statistical data or the
results of field observations [1].

Spatial analyses are conducted to obtain new information based on input data. This
study proposes a GRA-type grey system to determine which of the analyzed attributes
exert the greatest influence on perceptions of insecurity for potential users of space.

Various methods have been proposed for solving problems with the use of spatial data
analyses. The first group includes statistical methods that assign values to the identified
attributes or determine the strength of relationships between different factors. Statistical
methods include correlation analysis, analysis of variance, quotient transformation with a
normalization basis [25–29], direct comparison [30] and land valuation models [31].

The second group involves decision support systems for optimization, classification
and problem solving [32]. These systems are used to acquire spatial data as well as
information that is based on expert knowledge and experience. Decision support systems
are applied to deal with highly complex tasks and to solve spatial problems. Spatial
analyses require information about the limits and internal structure of spatial data as well
as their interactions with the environment. However, such data are often scarce, incomplete
and unreliable [33]. They can be processed with the use of probability theory, fuzzy sets
and rough sets [34,35].

Spatial analyses are also conducted with the use of regression analysis. This statistical
technique analyzes the effects exerted by independent variables on the observed phenom-
ena. Regression quantifies the relationships between the studied phenomena and selected
independent variables [36]. Multiple regression analysis is widely used in socio-economic
geography and land management to identify the associations between the examined factors.
The results are interpreted by identifying independent variables or groups of variables that
explain the highest proportion of variance in the observed phenomenon [37]. A model
describing these relationships is developed in a statistical analysis by determining the
number of observations, testing linearity and normality assumptions and identifying the
limitations of the method [22]. Not all of the above requirements are always met, which
complicates or even precludes the analytical process.

The GST developed by Julong Deng offers an alternative approach to spatial data
analysis, in particular regression analysis. The GST has been designed specifically for
modern systems that rely on scarce, incomplete and uncertain data [9–12]. The use of an
accidental sample and a GRA-type grey system does not require the application of research
standards that have to be met by surveys which rely on strictly statistical analyses.

The aim of the present study was to develop a reliable grey system model based on
input data that are scarce, incomplete and uncertain. The relationships between multiple
independent variables (geospatial attributes) and a dependent variable (perceptions of
safety in space) were explored. The results of the analysis were used to rank the strength
of the relationship between variables and to determine which of the analyzed attributes
exert the greatest influence on the sense of insecurity in space. The method selected for the
analysis is an alternative to regression analysis because it supports the acquisition of the
same data by much simpler means.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Characteristics of the Grey Systems Theory

Studies aiming to analyze the behavior of systems require information about their
boundaries, internal structure and interactions with the external environment. In practice,
the information about complex systems is incomplete, uncertain or scarce [14].

The GST was developed in China in 1982 by Julong Deng, Professor of the Huazhong
University of Science and Technology. The GST identifies the following types of systems:

– white (white box) where information is completely known,
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– black (black box) where information is unknown and uncertain, and the user can only
observe the system based on a sequence of statements that start at an entry and end at
an exit,

– grey (grey box) where information is limited: Part of the information is known, and
part of the information is unknown [38].

In the real-world, most information belongs to the grey area, and many phenomena,
including weather or earthquakes, are uncertain. Uncertainty also applies to agricultural
yields despite the fact that complete information is available about the types of sown
crops and the applied agricultural treatments. The relevant observations (measurements,
results of market analyses, opinions) are usually scarce, and the information about a
system’s behavior is incomplete. In practice, incomplete and uncertain information is
used to evaluate and predict a system’s behavior and to make functional, operational and
strategic decisions which have important technological and social implications [12]. Grey
system models facilitate analyses of such information. In principle, grey system models
are applied to obtain additional “white” and “grey” information from the available set
of incomplete and uncertain of data at the expense of “grey” and “black” information,
respectively (Figure 1).
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As a result, the proportion of “black” (uncertain) information is reduced. Information
is acquired with whitening functions. Grey systems are applied in analytical processes that
deal with imperfect information. Grey system models have an advantage over popular
analytical methods in that they do not require information about the internal structure of
data, only their boundary values. As a result, imperfect information can be processed in a
simple, accurate and non-ambiguous manner [12].

Grey systems theory supports the determination of the strength of relationships
between the examined variables in the GRA [12,39]. The grey incidence (relationship)
analysis can be used to determine the absolute degree of grey incidence of the observed
factors and system characteristics. The analytical procedure relating to GRA has been
described in the literature [23,33,39], and it involves several stages:

– the definition of observation vectors,
– calculation of the reflection of observation vectors,
– calculation of behavior measures,
– calculation of the values of absolute degree of similarity, i.e., the similarity coefficient,
– determination of the order of impact of the analyzed system factors on the characteris-

tics of the system.

Observation vectors containing information about system attributes (X0) and be-
haviors (X1, X2, ..., Xk) are defined in the first step. The number of behavior vectors is
determined by the number of the observed variables. Each vector contains information
about a given variable that has been received from a given number of respondents. In a
grey model, the system’s real-world behavior is described by the predicted/endogenous
variable X(0)(k), where k = 1, 2, ..., n is a set of explanatory variables that determine the
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state of the predicted variable. Therefore, an endogenous real-world process (X(0)(k)) is
explained in time by N number of independent (explanatory) variables [40,41].

The observation vector has the following form:

X0 = (x0(1), x0(2), . . . , x0(n))

Xk = (xk(1), xk(2), . . . , xk(n))

where: k—the number of variables observed (system’s behavior), n—the number of respon-
dents.

In the next step, reflection vectors are calculated by zero initialization. This operation
facilitates the smoothing of accidental disturbances, and it emphasizes evolutionary trends
in a grey system’s behavior [23]. The following formula is used for this purpose:

X0
i =

(
x0

i (1), x0
i (2), . . . , x0

i (n)
)

x0
i = xi(k)− xi(1)

The measures of the behavior of observation vectors are then calculated by summing
and subtracting vector values [23,33]:

|s0| =
∣∣∣∣∣k=n−1

∑
k=2

x0
0(k) +

1
2

x0
0(n)

∣∣∣∣∣
|s1| =

∣∣∣∣∣k=n−1

∑
k=2

x0
i (k) +

1
2

x0
i (n)

∣∣∣∣∣
|s0 − s1| =

∣∣∣∣∣k=n−1

∑
k=1

[
x0

0(k)− x0
i (k)

]
+

1
2

[
x0

0(n)− x0
i (n)

]∣∣∣∣∣
This is followed by the calculation of the value of the absolute degree of similarity,

i.e., the similarity coefficient ε between the observation vectors of X0 and X1, X2, X3, X4,
X5, [33]:

E0i =
1 + |s0|+ |si|

1 + |s0|+ |si|+ |s0 − si|
The value of is used to describe similarity and the degree of relatedness between two

observation vectors, where one vector represents an attribute that influences a grey system,
and the other vector describes the system’s responses. The value of the similarity coefficient
ε plays an important role in evaluating the results:

(1) 0 < ε ≤ 1;
(2) ε is related only to the geometric shape of vectors X0 and Xk, and it is unrelated to

their spatial arrangement;
(3) ε does not equal zero if every two vectors are even minimally related;
(4) the higher the degree of relatedness (similarity) between two observation vectors, the

higher the value of ε;
(5) ε is equal to or close to 1 if observation vectors are parallel or nearly parallel to each

other [23].

2.2. Identification of Factors that Compromise Safety in Urban Space

Perceptions of safety in urban space are subjective. They are influenced by the users’
personality traits which determine the extent to which various attributes of space are
perceived and evaluated as dangerous. The feeling of insecurity arises from a combination
of potential hazards and negative associations with specific elements of urban space.

This study set out to determine which geospatial attributes contribute most to the
sense of insecurity in public spaces. The evaluated attributes were identified with heuristic
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methods, and their contribution to perceptions of insecurity was determined in subsequent
stages of the analysis.

Several types of sampling methods can be deployed in research. A representative
sample is a subset of a population that accurately reflects the characteristics of the entire
population. A quasi-representative sample is a group of individuals who only partly meet
the criteria of a representative sample. In turn, an accidental or convenience sample consists
of respondents who are easily accessible to the researcher [42,43]. Purposive sampling is a
non-random method where respondents have to meet specific criteria, such as age, sex or
preferences concerning the topic of interest. Purposive sampling is the preferred method in
studies analyzing the behaviors, opinions and attitudes of individuals with a specific social
profile [43].

Brainstorming is a heuristic method of creative problem solving that was developed
by Alex Osborn. In this study, the brainstorming method was applied to identify geospatial
attributes that contribute to the feeling of insecurity in urban spaces [44,45]. Brainstorming
sessions involved university students who were enrolled in an urban management program
and were familiar with the concept of urban safety. The study involved an accidental sample
because the described method of data analysis supports the use of scarce, incomplete and
uncertain data. The identified attributes were tested in a survey to determine the extent
to which each attribute contributes to a sense of insecurity in space. The tested attributes
were ranked on a scale of 1 to 7 [46].

3. Results
3.1. Analysis Based on Input Data

In the first stage of the study, brainstorming, a heuristic technique for solving research
problems, was used to identify attributes that contribute to a sense of insecurity in urban
space (the selection of the respondents was described in Section 2.2). The following
geospatial attributes (variables) which influence the respondents’ sense of insecurity in
urban space were identified:

– unlit streets (X1),
– clubs, pubs, 24/7 shops, alcohol shops (X2),
– unmanaged green areas (X3),
– neglected buildings (damaged exterior, window and door frames) (X4),
– vacant buildings, ruins (X5).
– trampled paths (X6),
– walled structures for waste containers (X7),
– narrow passages between buildings (X8),
– proximity of a cemetery (X9),
– unguarded car parks (X10).
– residential buildings without intercoms, gates or inner courts (X11),
– embankments (X12),
– other (underpass, bridge, etc.) (X13),
– forests, parks (X14),
– graffiti (X15).
– bus stop shelters (X16),
– illegal waste dumping sites (X17).

The next stage of the study involved a survey during which the respondents ranked
each of the identified attributes on a scale of one to seven, where one denoted attributes
that were least important and seven represented attributes that were most important for
perceptions of insecurity in space. The results of the survey were applied in a GRA-type
research procedure (described in Section 2.1). The value of the similarity coefficient ε
between observation vectors containing information about the sense of insecurity in space
(X0) and the adopted geospatial attributes (X1, X2, . . . X17) was calculated in the last step
of the procedure (Table 1).
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Table 1. The order of the strength of relationships ε for 60 observations.

Attributes That Influence the Sense of
Insecurity in Urban Space

Value of Coefficient ε Describing the
Influence of System Factors on X0

X1-unlit streets ε01 = 0.7805

X2-clubs, pubs, 24/7 shops, alcohol shops ε02 = 0.6778

X3-unmanaged green areas ε03 = 0.5795

X4-neglected buildings (damaged exterior,
window and door frames) ε04 = 0.5948

X5-vacant buildings, ruins ε05 = 0.6312

X6-trampled paths ε06 = 0.6109

X7-walled structures for waste containers ε07 = 0.5786

X8-narrow passages between buildings ε08 = 0.5871

X9-proximity of a cemetery ε09 = 0.5797

X10-unguarded car parks ε10 = 0.5835

X11-residential buildings without intercoms,
gates or inner courts ε11 = 0.5932

X12-embankments ε12 = 0.5748

X13-other (underpass, bridge, etc.) ε13 = 0.6052

X14-forests, parks ε14 = 0.6177

X15-graffiti ε15 = 0.5600

X16-bus stop shelters ε16 = 0.5646

X17-illegal waste dumping sites ε17 = 0.5708

The extent to which the evaluated attributes influence the sense of insecurity in public
space was determined in the last step of the procedure. The strength of the relationships
between attributes X1, X2, X3, . . . X17 and the sense of insecurity X0 was determined in the
following order: ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε04 > ε11 > ε08 > ε10 > ε09 > ε03 > ε07 >
ε12 > ε17 > ε16 > ε15.

The generated model indicates that the following attributes are most likely to con-
tribute to a sense of insecurity in urban space: Unlit streets (X1); clubs, pubs, 24/7 shops,
alcohol shops (X2); and vacant buildings, ruins (X5), for which the value of the similarity
coefficient ε reached 0.7805, 0.6778 and 0.6312, respectively. Perceptions of insecurity were
least likely to be influenced by: Graffiti (X15), bus stop shelters (X16) and illegal waste
dumping sites (X17), for which the value of ε was determined at X15 = 0.5600, X16 =0.5646
and X17 = 0.5708. Forests, parks (X14, ε = 0.6177) and trampled paths (X6, z ε = 0.6109) also
exerted a considerable influence on the respondents’ sense of insecurity.

3.2. Analysis Based on the Number of Observations

In the next stage of the study, the sequence of values of the similarity coefficient ε
was analyzed in terms of the number of observations included in the model. Models were
developed for 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and 55 observations, and the absolute
degree of similarity ε was determined in each model. The value of ε in a model with 60
observations was also included in Table 2.

The sequence of the calculated values of the similarity coefficient ε representing the
strength of the analyzed relationships was then determined in terms of the number of
observations (Table 3).
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Table 2. Values of the similarity coefficient ε in terms of the number of observations.

Similarity
Factor

Number of Observations

4 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

ε01 0.9444 0.8462 0.7600 0.9138 0.8875 0.8333 0.8083 0.8309 0.8049 0.7835 0.7762 0.8028 0.7805

ε02 0.8462 0.8824 0.9464 0.7636 0.7183 0.7024 0.6888 0.6800 0.6852 0.6730 0.6706 0.6844 0.6778

ε03 0.7143 0.7167 0.7049 0.7049 0.6394 0.6099 0.5885 0.5849 0.5856 0.5836 0.5790 0.5842 0.5795

ε04 0.7250 0.7241 0.7500 0.6667 0.6360 0.6083 0.5989 0.6061 0.6055 0.6058 0.5990 0.6019 0.5948

ε05 0.7368 0.7407 0.8125 0.7302 0.6632 0.6491 0.6370 0.6398 0.6404 0.6375 0.6318 0.6375 0.6312

ε06 0.7045 0.7167 0.7551 0.6986 0.6462 0.6278 0.6171 0.6160 0.6168 0.6118 0.6066 0.6146 0.6109

ε07 0.7143 0.7097 0.7551 0.6648 0.6092 0.5885 0.5853 0.5859 0.5874 0.5828 0.5795 0.5835 0.5786

ε08 0.6875 0.7031 0.7232 0.6648 0.6183 0.6000 0.5949 0.6000 0.5984 0.5972 0.5909 0.5932 0.5871

ε09 0.6324 0.6512 0.6603 0.6239 0.5994 0.5924 0.5860 0.5852 0.5847 0.5841 0.5795 0.5815 0.5797

ε10 0.6500 0.6757 0.6761 0.6295 0.6054 0.5971 0.5885 0.5918 0.5903 0.5890 0.5858 0.5866 0.5835

ε11 0.7143 0.7321 0.6923 0.6510 0.6211 0.6111 0.6016 0.6023 0.6004 0.6004 0.5948 0.5959 0.5932

ε12 0.6731 0.6970 0.6623 0.6272 0.6069 0.5914 0.5808 0.5875 0.5856 0.5851 0.5792 0.5791 0.5748

ε13 0.7368 0.7708 0.6923 0.6706 0.6462 0.6241 0.6101 0.6148 0.6116 0.6146 0.6098 0.6107 0.6052

ε14 0.7647 0.8421 0.7451 0.7101 0.6535 0.6328 0.6225 0.6243 0.6190 0.6180 0.6160 0.6209 0.6177

ε15 0.6250 0.6383 0.6302 0.6058 0.5824 0.5694 0.5636 0.5678 0.5667 0.5655 0.5626 0.5633 0.5600

ε16 0.6875 0.6970 0.6603 0.6151 0.5886 0.5749 0.5693 0.5719 0.5708 0.5681 0.5658 0.5676 0.5646

ε17 0.6957 0.7241 0.6563 0.6272 0.6026 0.5872 0.5771 0.5843 0.5796 0.5768 0.5730 0.5747 0.5708

Table 3. The sequence of the calculated values of the similarity coefficient ε in terms of the number
of observations included in the model.

Nr.
of Obs.

Sequence of the Values of ε Representing the Streng
thof the Analyzed Relationships

4 ε01 > ε02 > ε14 > ε05 = ε13 > ε04 > ε03 = ε07 = ε11 > ε06 > ε17 > ε08 = ε16 > ε12 > ε10 ε09 > ε15

5 ε02 > ε01 > ε14 > ε13 > ε05 > ε11 > ε04 = ε17 > ε03 = ε06 > ε07 > ε08 > ε12 = ε16 > ε10 > ε09 > ε15

10 ε02 > ε05 > ε01 > ε06 = ε07 > ε04 > ε14 > ε08 > ε03 > ε11 = ε13 > ε10 > ε12 > ε09 = ε16 > ε17 > ε15

15 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε04 > ε07 = ε08 > ε11 > ε03 > ε10 > ε12 = ε17 > ε09 >ε16 > ε15

20 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε06 = ε13 > ε04 > ε11 > ε08 > ε03 > ε07 > ε12 >ε10 >ε17 >ε09 >ε16 > ε15

25 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε11 >ε04 > ε08 > ε10 > ε09 > ε12 > ε03 = ε07 >ε17 > ε16 > ε15

30 ε01 > ε02 >ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε11 > ε04 > ε08 > ε10 > ε09 > ε07 > ε03 > ε12 > ε17 > ε16 > ε15

35 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε04 > ε11 > ε08 > ε10 > ε12 > ε07 > ε03 > ε09 > ε17 > ε16 > ε15

40 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε04 > ε11 > ε08 > ε10 > ε07 > ε03 = ε12 > ε09 > ε17 > ε16 > ε15

45 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε13 > ε06 > ε04 > ε11 > ε08 > ε10 > ε12 > ε09 > ε03 > ε07 > ε17 > ε16 > ε15

50 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε13 > ε06 > ε04> ε11 > ε08 > ε10 > ε07 = ε09 > ε12 > ε03 > ε17> ε16 > ε15

55 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε04 > ε11 > ε08 > ε10 > ε03 > ε07 > ε09 > ε12 > ε17 > ε16 > ε15

60 ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε04 > ε11 > ε08 > ε10 > ε09 > ε03 > ε07 > ε12 > ε17 > ε16 > ε15

4. Discussion

The analysis revealed that the first four values in the sequence of values of the similar-
ity coefficient ε representing the strength of the analyzed relationships were identical in
models with 15 and more observations (ε01 > ε02 > ε05 > ε14). In turn, the last three values
of ε were identical in models with 25 and more observations (ε17 > ε16 > ε15).

The order of the strength of relationships was stable for 10 attributes that were most
important for perceptions of security in space in a model with 25 observations (ε01 > ε02
> ε05 > ε14 > ε06 > ε13 > ε11 > ε04 > ε08 > ε10). The three least important attributes in the
model were also characterized by a stable sequence (ε17 > ε16 > ε15) (Table 3).
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According to the respondents, the following factors were most likely to evoke the
feeling of insecurity in urban spaces: X1 (unlit streets), where ε was determined in the range
of 0.7762 to 0.8333, and X2 (club, pub, 24/7 shop, alcohol shop), where ε ranged from 0.6706
to 0.7024. These attributes were followed by: X5 (vacant buildings, ruins) with ε values of
0.6312–0.6491; X14 (forests, parks) with ε values of 0.6160–0.6328; X6 (trampled paths) with
ε values of 0.6066 to 0.62781; and X13 (other, such as underpasses and bridges) with ε values
of 0.6052–0.6241. The values of ε ranged from 0.5835 to 0.6011 for X11 (residential buildings
without intercoms, gates or inner courts), X4 (neglected buildings with damaged exterior,
window and door frames), X8 (narrow passages between buildings) and X10 (unguarded
car parks). The above attributes contributed to a sense of insecurity in space. The following
attributes were least associated with perceptions of insecurity: X17 (illegal waste dumping
sites) with ε values of 0.5708–0.5872; X16 (bus stop shelters) with ε values of 0.5646–0.57491;
and X15 (graffiti) with ε values of 0.5600–0.5694.

The lines representing the values of the coefficient of similarity had a similar shape in
most of the analyzed cases (Figure 2).
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The lines representing the values of ε in models with 4, 5, 10 and 15 observations
(four top trend lines in Figure 2) diverge from the lines plotted for models with 25 to 60
observations (bottom lines in Figure 2). The shape of the line denoting the model with 20
observations is similar to the line representing models with 25 to 60 observations. These
results indicate that for 17 evaluated attributes, the Grey Relational Analysis supports
the generation of a stable model—a sequence of the values of the similarity coefficient ε
denoting the strength of relationships for 25 observations.

5. Conclusions

The article describes strategies for creating safe urban spaces, statistical methods for
analyzing spatial data, as well as the major tenets of the GST which facilitates analyses
of scarce, incomplete and uncertain data. Recent research and practical applications have
demonstrated that unlike statistical methods, grey systems do not require the formulation
of theoretical assumptions, and that the generated results are reliable despite a small
number of observations.

The aim of the present analysis was to create a reliable grey system model for predict-
ing a system’s behavior and supporting present or future decisions based on the sequence of
values of the similarity coefficient ε representing the strength of the relationships between
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the evaluated attributes. Data for the analysis were acquired with the use of heuristic meth-
ods in a survey of an accidental (convenience) sample. Therefore, the examined data were
scarce, incomplete and uncertain, and the examined attributes were arranged in a sequence
based on the significance of the relationships between the studied variables. Geospatial
attributes influence perceptions of security in urban areas, and the GRA approach can be
used in analyses of geospatial data to promote rational urban management in the context
of safety. The resulting information can be used in the decision-making process during
urban planning, in particular to identify priorities in urban management. This is a valid
concern because perceptions of safety are deteriorating among urban dwellers, and many
decision-makers fail to recognize the severity of this crisis.

The significance of the examined attributes determined based on the values of the
coefficient of similarity ε facilitates the generation of decision rules which can be used to
create expert systems, make strategic decisions, identify rules and observations in data
sets, and preselect data for building various types of models. According to the surveyed
respondents, the following factors were most likely to negatively affect perceptions of
safety in urban spaces: Unlit streets, presence of clubs, pubs and shops selling alcohol
round the clock, vacant buildings, ruins, forests and parks, as well as urban structures such
as underpasses and bridges. In the respondents’ opinions, illegal waste dumping sites, bus
stop shelters and graffiti were least likely to contribute to the feeling of insecurity in cities.
The results of the presented survey indicate that the GST, including the GRA approach, can
be effectively used to optimize urban planning solutions in the context of safety.

Potential users of space have different perceptions of safety. Urban structures and
spaces also differ in terms of management and maintenance. Analyses of public perceptions
of safety require information that pertains to a given location and a given point in time.
Surveys of social preferences are expensive and laborious. This study proposes a simple
method for generating data that can be used in numerous fields of research. The GRA
approach facilitates the determination of the relationships between various factors and
their influence on the examined system. The processed data can be used to evaluate
the interdependencies between observation vectors, to predict the system’s responses to
various situations, and make optimal decisions without the need for complex statistical
analyses. In the GRA approach, analyses of scarce, incomplete and uncertain data produce
reliable results.

In analytical methods based on the GST, there are no quantitative limits on the number
of representative samples, and samples are free of the constraints that are imposed by
statistical methods. The application of the grey systems methodology supports the determi-
nation of minimal data sets (data minimization). As demonstrated in this study, a minimum
number of observations n ≥ 4 required for the use of GST was not applicable. When 17
attributes were examined with the use of a GRA-type system, a relatively stable sequence
of values of the similarity coefficient ε relation was obtained for 25 observations included
in the model. The GRA approach is easier to implement than popular statistical methods
such as regression analysis because the significance of 10–20 factors can be determined by
analyzing the preferences of several dozen respondents.
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